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Drivers for Responsible Innovation
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Regulatory Compliance

Reputation
Ideological conviction



Governance frameworks
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Market solutions  (reputation)

DEMAND SIDE SOLUTIONS SUPPLY SIDE SOLUTIONS
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Self-regulation (reputation / compliance)

COMPANY LEVEL BRANCH/SECTOR LEVEL - STANDARDS
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State Intervention   (compliance)

CO-REGULATION LEGISLATIVE ACTION
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Market & Reputation 
driven RI services
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Lack of trust is impacting investments in AI

85% of AI projects through 2022 will 

deliver erroneous outcomes 
due to bias in data, algorithms or 
development teams

only 9% of consumers would
allow AI to run their 

finances, and only 4% 
would trust it with 

HR-related work

Source: Gartner’s 2018 CIO Agenda Survey

Source: InsideSales.com 2017 AI user survey

User mistrust and aversion is slowing down 
the growth of AI

It can take only one mistake -- or a perception 
of a mistake – for a user to stop trusting AI

Lack of trust in AI is #1 barrier for deployment 
of AI in organizations

Sustaining trust in AI will be a long-term 
struggle and current governance practices are 
not keeping up



Trusting AI will require expanding the risk and control attributes

EY’s Trusted AI Framework emphasizes the following five attributes necessary to sustain trust. 

The AI’s outcomes are aligned with stakeholder 
expectations and perform at a desired level of 
precision and consistency.

When interacting with an AI, an end-
user is given appropriate notification 
and an opportunity to select their level 
of interaction. User consent is 
obtained, as required for data 
captured and used.

Inherent biases arising from the 
development team composition, data and 
training methods are identified and 
addressed through the AI design.  The AI 
system is designed with consideration for 
the need of all impacted stakeholders and 
to promote a positive societal impact.

The data used by the AI system 
components and the algorithm itself is 
secured from unauthorized access, 
corruption and/ or adversarial attack. 

The AI’s training methods and decisions criteria can be 
understood, is documented and is readily available for 
human operator challenge and validation.
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An agile governance model is needed to address the high-pace dynamics of AI

Formulate 
AI strategy

Establish 
governance 

model

Assess 
current AI 
capability

Direction

Input Establish 
compliance 

model

Stakeholder 
feedback

AI portfolio 
management

Feedback

Output

Iterative, agile AI project lifecycle

Critical questions:
§ Why are we investing in AI?
§ Should we – is it lawful & ethical? 
§ Can we do it?
§ What will we do?
§ How will we do it?

Critical questions:
§ Does it work?
§ Does it do harm?
§ Is it robust and safe?
§ Do stakeholders embrace it?
§ Is the ROI achieved?



High-level roadmap to a robust AI compliance program

Operate AI compliance program

Design AI compliance program
§ Develop AI organization, incl. Ethics / AI Advisory Board
§ Create ethical AI policies, design standards & procedures
§ Develop AI compliance checklists + challenge
§ Create independent model validation program
§ Map compliance to AI system development lifecycle
§ Training & awareness

Current state assessment
§ Current state maturity assessment
§ Regulatory and legal mapping
§ AI asset discovery & inventory management
§ AI strategy and prioritization

Step2

Step3

Step1
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IEEE P7000: Model Process for Addressing Ethical Concerns During System Design

IEEE P7001: Transparency of Autonomous Systems

IEEE P7002: Data Privacy Process

IEEE P7003: Algorithmic Bias Considerations

IEEE P7004: Child and Student Data Governance 

… 

IEEE P7008: Ethically Driven Nudging for Robotic, Intelligent and Autonomous Systems

IEEE P7009: Fail-Safe Design of Autonomous and Semi-Autonomous Systems

IEEE P7010: Wellbeing Metrics Standard for Ethical AI and Autonomous Systems

IEEE P7011: Process of Identifying and Rating the Trustworthiness of News Sources

IEEE P7013: Benchmarking of Automated Facial Analysis Technology



Algorithmic systems are socio-technical

• Algorithmic systems do not exist in a vacuum
• They are built, deployed and used:
– by people,
– within organizations,
– within a social, political, legal and cultural context.

• The outcomes of algorithmic decisions can have significant impacts on 
real, and possibly vulnerable, people.



Thank you
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https://site.ieee.org/sagroups-7003/

https://www.ey.com/en_gl/ai


